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~R̈ẍW©zA§x¥`W¦iz~
Name: _______________

What is Rashi’s
question on the posuk?

For
Discussion:

My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.

What is Rashi’s explanation?

What would you say
are the key words and
phrases in this Rashi?

let the earth sprout

Can you explain
the Rashi in

your own words?

is grown

grass

herbsproducingseeds

to plantfrom it

What does this teach us about how
Hashem wanted to create the world?
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(continued)
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My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.

What is Rashi’s
question on the posuk?

What are the key
words in this Rashi?

~R̈ẍW©zA§x¥`W¦iz~
aq"c

lightsin the sky

to divide

etc.
they were
created

He
commanded

to hangsimilarlyproducts

was fixed
(in its place)that it was commanded

to includetheir products

its products

Can you explain what he
teaches us in your own words?

Is there anything surprising
about this Rashi?

For
Discussion:
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My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.
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let the earth bring out

living creaturesof each kind
pasture animals

(e.g. cows, sheep)
creeping

things

what I have
already explained that is

was created

necessaryto bring them out

(continued)

Compare this Rashi to the previous one.
Does it teach us anything new?

What is Rashi’s question, here? What is his explanation?

For
Discussion:
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